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THE COMPANY

Pyar & Co. features exquisite, contemporary and custom-designed, hand-crafted home 
furnishings of exceptional quality (and newly added lifestyle accessories, “Essentials”).  
Creating pieces to provide the experience, exuberance and beauty of India every day.

Each collection is created from a portfolio of more than 1,400 exquisite Indian woven 
silks, jacquards, velvets, and now leathers. The intricate designs are recognized for 
their sari-inspired feel with a modern adaptation.

Etched throughout Pyar&Co.’s designs is the effort to bring an element of lighthearted 
whimsy while striving to nonetheless be seriously beautiful. Embellished with beads 
individually selected from markets and hand-dyed thread, each of Pyar and Co.’s pieces 
create an understated yet alluring image of sophisticated femininity. 

All work for Pyar & Co. is ethically sourced and fairly traded.

THE FOUNDER

Paula Queen became inspired by the craftmanship as well as the use of incredible 
textures and stunning patterns of Indian saris during her wedding celebration to her 
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and sketching, ways to design and transform elements of the age-old art to today’s 
modern decor with her dream to bring a part of the beauty back to the American market.

Pyar & Co. is built with the desire to offer pieces that tell stories; to provide products 
that people can connect with and know that someone, an artisan, crafted that piece by 
hand for you and your home. Etched throughout Pyar & Co.’s designs is the effort to 
bring an element of lighthearted whimsy while striving to be seriously beautiful. Pure 
Love. Pure Luxury.

“The appreciation for details really resonated with me. I looked around at all of the 
gorgeous fabrics and the tiniest of elements and I wanted to place every one of them in 
my pocket and take them home.” 

Paula Queen



Nirakar
Blurred lines while giving off a  

kind of glamorous vibe.

kohara
Create a little color story- from

grey to purple - it’s just on the other side!

maala
The most elegant equation -  

the effect jewels can create on a cushion.

yatra
The subtlety of just the right amount of  

sprinkled sequins on the softest of scarfs.

kiraN
SHIMMER! Gold Metallic foil adds a bit 

of shine to the whitest of whites!

tambu
A “gentleman-like” classic geometric design. 

Sinply Charming.

lili
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creates many moments of shimmer.

jaNagali
The perfect mix of sweet and sporty - 
metal combined with lipstick-orange.

lailaik
Purple Suede - a great balance while 

adding a pop of color and the frills of tassels.

prava & asha
An unexpected update of chainmail  

adds to a classic white silk.

didi
Delightfully whimsical with a dash of romance.

thaili
Just up the Block or All-Around Town - 

Thaili Tote goes everywhere.

Charu
A Delectable Duet of gloriously, elegant lavender brushed with specs of gold.

hira
A teasing glimpse of something pretty on the edge of something practical.

kokiN
Complex simplicity in vanilla white… 

Appreciating the beautifully, detailed richness in each delicately textured pom-pom accent

Fall/Winter 2013 Collection

There’s something 
endlessly elegant 

and forever glamorous 
about adding just a 

touch of sparkle.

Surround yourself 
with style.


